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Experts are predicting the demise of wholesale lockboxes,
citing low interest rates, declining check volume and banks’
diminishing interest in treasury management services. Obit-

uaries may be premature, however, as some providers repurpose
the service — de-emphasizing float minimization, firms with 
payments not previously considered “lockboxable” successfully
outsource business-to-business (B2B) processing, and equip-
ment/software providers deliver solutions tailored to smaller 
companies and lower volume applications.

Businesses of all sizes crave efficiency and seek ways to lower
operating expenses. Eliminating paper improves efficiency, 
but until recently, its cost was prohibitive. Recent advances in
document image capture, data storage and communications are
facilitating paperless processes, without costly system overhauls
required for traditional approaches like electronic data inter-
change (EDI).

These advances are helping smaller banks, and even 
non-banks, become effective wholesale lockbox providers. They
are redefining the core product away from cash/treasury man-
agement and toward business process outsourcing (BPO). 

Wholesale lockbox may not survive in its historic niche, a
service for large corporations delivered by large banks, but it is
unlikely to disappear or even diminish in importance as long as
people understand how it creates value. If history is predictive,
however, those people may not be working for the big banks that
have historically dominated the product. They will be working
for organizations that understand a new game with different objec-
tives and outcomes has begun.
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surprise a lot of people. For those who take the current product for granted, the implications

may not be pretty.
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The Origin of Wholesale Lockbox

Wholesale lockbox did not, as is commonly believed, begin in
1947 with RCA Corporation, First National Bank of Chicago and
Bankers Trust Company. Banks began processing remittances in
the 1930s, because they wanted first claim on payments made to
corporations that owed them money. The New Deal government
permitted them to enter post offices during off hours and retrieve
customer mail. Banks opened envelopes, deposited receipts and
delivered remittance documents to customers for cash applica-
tion. Many still use lockboxes for this purpose, especially in asset-
based lending and mid-market revolving credits.

RCA was, no doubt, aware that banks had privileged 
access to post offices when it approached Bankers Trust and First
Chicago. It is unlikely, however, that reducing float was a prior-
ity since the prime rate was 1.75 percent and 90-day Treasuries
were yielding only one percent. Processing float was probably a
factor, but the top priority was making a labor-intensive, error-
prone business process someone else’s problem.

Banks were natural candidates: they understood processing
transactions, were investing in automation, and had keys to 
local post offices. Moreover, RCA had funds on deposit with First
Chicago and Bankers Trust, and wanted something in return.
Wholesale lockbox emerged, not as a cash management service,
but as an early example of BPO.

In the next 20 years, banks became wholesale lockbox
providers to strengthen corporate relationships, extend the reach
of deposit gathering and satisfy customers who admired RCA’s
achievements. “Float” entered the conversation in the 1960s,
when business schools began talking about “management 
science,” and the benefits of electronic computers.

The Phoenix-Hecht Postal Survey created tools for measuring
float and defined a competitive landscape that endured for the
next quarter century. Armed with Phoenix-Hecht data, bankers
preached the gospel of float, especially when seesawing interest
rates made idle dollars costly. Wholesale lockbox volume grew
aggressively and the service became so wedded to float mini-
mization that less-float-sensitive variants, like high-volume retail
processing, was either not offered by wholesale providers or was
managed outside the “real” Lockbox department.

Minimizing float remained dominant until interest rates “broke”
in the mid-1980s. By that time, desktop computers with spread-
sheet software were commonplace, and the value proposition for
wholesale lockbox shifted from float to information gathering.
Float minimization did not vanish, but became less important.
Corporations consolidated lockbox processing into fewer loca-
tions, “lockbox studies” decreased in frequency and most cash
management banks disbanded consulting groups formed to 
analyze remittance float. Of the 33 banks offering such services
in 1983, fewer than 10 were still doing so in 1990.

Lockbox operations were little changed by the shift away 
from float. Banks increased the frequency of mail pickups at post
offices and obtained unique zip codes to hasten processing, 

but underlying work processes were not changed. Wholesale 
lockbox remained a labor-intensive, expensive process and made
economic sense for only a minority of businesses. And when image
processing emerged in the late 1990s, few banks felt they could
justify a costly new technology investment.

True, there was little opportunity for process transformation
before 1995. Early imaging technologies made it possible to dis-
sociate checks from documents during processing, speeding
deposits, and data transmission facilitated cash application. But
cost-effective, online storage/retrieval and communications were
unavailable. Full document imaging was beyond almost all
providers, and had standards existed for image communication,
few Treasury departments were equipped to deal with them.
Accepting images meant printing and re-keying from copies 
seldom as readable as originals.

Things changed rapidly. New technology became less expen-
sive and more available. Electronic transactions slowly began 
displacing checks, and large corporations, traditional backbone
clients for wholesale lockbox banks, began reducing dependence
on paper-based receipts and disbursements. These forces are
changing wholesale lockbox in ways beyond imagination only a
few years ago. Wholesale lockbox is not dying, but it is rapidly
changing. For those who take the current product for granted,
the implications may not be pretty.

“New” Wholesale Lockboxes

A “new” wholesale lockbox is taking shape — not as a single 
service, but multiple services defined by unique work flows
(Exhibit 1) sharing common technology elements.  Work flows
reflect the variety of documents used by corporations to invoice
customers and collect payments. They also reflect corporations’
differing requirements for information capture, document stor-
age, payment processing and systems integration.

“New” wholesale lockboxes are not about float minimization.
They do not ignore float, but neither is float central to adding
value. They transform work flows historically categorized as the
service’s most labor-intensive and difficult to manage. Float
improvements are incidental.

And it may not even be a banking service. “New” lockboxes
broaden the value proposition for B2B remittance handling as a
BPO tool, extending its market to historically excluded segments,
creating rationales for new marketing strategies and, possibly,
radical repricing. Broadening may become a double-edged sword
for today’s dominant lockbox banks. It may encourage new 
competitors willing to make required technology investments.
Something similar occurred in the 1990s, triggering the near-
universal retreat of banks from the retail lockbox space.

Multiple Services

There have been several “generations” of the wholesale lockbox
service, each with its own purpose and process drivers 
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(Exhibit 2). The underlying work flow, however, changed little
between 1930 and 1995 (Exhibit 3). This had nothing to do with
the creativity of bank operations personnel or their willingness
to explore alternatives. The traditional process worked, and avail-
able technology did not support alternatives.

The 1990s produced major advances in computer, storage and
communications technologies. Early advances, like image pro-
cessing, did not precipitate work flow changes, but provided “proofs
of concept” that encouraged further development. Successful imple-
mentation of intelligent character recognition (ICR) in retail lock-
boxes had a reinforcing effect. But developments in data storage,
the World Wide Web and broadband communications made the
difference. Major, new “solutions” surfaced after 1995. Despite
high prices, implementation problems and the banking industry’s
reluctance to invest in paper processing during the dot.com boom,
they persevered and began precipitating change.

High quality image capture became available at a relatively
low cost, and data representation standards facilitated image deliv-
ery. Powerful new software automated tracking of checks and 
documents, “remembered” document format from month to
month, extracted relevant information, and prepared inputs for

cash application, customer relationship management (CRM) data-
base updates and other purposes. 

“New” wholesale lockboxes are transaction-centric and mimic
manufacturing assembly lines or retail lockbox operations. Trans-
actions are grouped to maximize throughput. Software “autoex-
tracts” data from images, storing it in databases for transmission
to clients. Data that cannot be autoextracted is key-entered from
images, not source documents. Work flows are based on 
processing requirements, not customer batches (Exhibit 4). “Drag
and Drop” replaces “Read and Key” in all but the most complex
data entry situations. Self contained, verifiable transactions are
“killed” without human intervention, and when processing is
complete, check and document images are archived for online
retrieval. Originals are warehoused or destroyed. Most impor-
tant, though, “new” wholesale lockboxes create broader, more
diverse service lines for providers with significant revenue poten-
tial geared toward business segments heretofore excluded from
the service. New service lines include everything from very low-
volume lockboxing and online document administration to fully
outsourced management of accounts receivable (A/R) and 
related functions.

“Integrated” Wholesale – Full Image,
Archive/Retrieval, Realtime ECP

Exhibit 1. Wholesale and Retail Lockbox

“Image” Retail – Data Capture with ICR

“Classic” Retail – Scannable with Amount Entry

Wholetail – Scannable with Data Entry

Basic Image Wholesale – Checks Only

“Drag and Drop” Image Data Entry

“Intelligent” Wholesale – Full Image Data Entry

“Integrated” Retail – Data Capture with ICR 
Other Data Capture, Archive/Retrieval, Truncation

Wholesale Lockbox

Retail Lockbox

“Classic” Wholesale – Manual Processing

Source: R.J. Poje and Company
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The Changing Role of Float

Short-term interest rates, which determine the value of lockbox
float, have declined steadily since the Reagan administration.
Float minimization plays a lesser role today, supplanted by the
service’s capacity for information capture and facilitating paper-
free business processes. This has two major implications.

First, as long as float minimization was the major justification
for using wholesale lockboxes, the service was valuable only to
businesses with cash inflows exhibiting certain characteristics
and banks willing to invest in tools like satellite processing sites.
As an enabler of paper-free business processes, wholesale lock-
box will almost certainly enjoy a larger audience and substantial
volume growth. And the potential for paperless processes to reduce
corporate costs is so large, the service should enjoy higher prices
and margins, as well.

An average wholesale lockbox receives 400 to 500 payments
monthly, valued at $25 to $35 million. Fewer than a billion pay-
ments, less than 20 percent of all B2B payments, are processed
through wholesale lockboxes annually. The majority of businesses

receive an insufficient number of checks or checks of insufficient
average value to justify the cost of lockboxes. 

The eight largest wholesale lockbox providers (Bank of Amer-
ica, Bank One, JP Morgan Chase, Mellon, PNC Financial, Wachovia,
US Bancorp and Wells Fargo) process more than half the total serv-
ice volume. Their market share has grown steadily since 1985, in
part due to industry consolidation. Only one of the eight out-
sources its processing completely — the conventional wisdom
being that wholesale lockbox is so central to the bank-corporate
relationship that it cannot be entrusted to third parties.

The second implication is that providers and customers may
view “new” wholesale lockboxes in a different light, changing
competitive equilibria. Banks abandoned the remittance side of
retail lockboxing, but retained depository operations, believing
they were the source of retail lockbox profits. 

Remittance processing outsourcers beat them at their own game,
however. They endorsed the separation, encouraging competitive
bidding of depository work. As a result, depository pricing declined
and successful outsourcers strengthened their own margins at the
expense of depositories. The same thing could happen again, 
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Exhibit 2. Wholesale Lockbox Objectives and Technologies
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especially if banks are slow in making “new” wholesale lockbox
functionality available to customers.

Broadening the Value Proposition

“New” wholesale lockboxes still create value by reducing float;
they also extend benefits to a larger universe of businesses and
weaken historic rationales that made wholesale lockbox a “bank-
ing” service. “New” wholesale lockboxes, for example, enhance
an outsourcer’s ability to actively manage client A/R by applying
cash, electronically linking document images to accounting entries
and delivering browser-based outputs wherever needed.

Firms that cannot justify lockboxes on their float minimiza-
tion potential alone may do so by combining float benefits with
those from outsourcing labor-intensive business processes, reduc-
ing head counts or improving staff productivity. Given current
processors’ low share of the B2B payment processing market,
growth potential is substantial, and competition will be lively for
both new and existing wholesale lockbox users. 

But all opportunities come at a cost, which, for banks, includes
wholesale lockbox becoming less of a “financial” and more of a
“BPO” service. As “new” wholesale lockbox operators facilitate

separation of remittance and deposit activities, historic relation-
ship ties may weaken or disappear.

Corporations have never regarded A/R management as a “finan-
cial” or “banking” service. Banks attempted to penetrate this mar-
ket in the 1960s, trying to become data processing service bureaus.
They failed despite their relationship ties. Corporate controllers
responsible for receivables, payroll and related functions saw
rivals in Treasury usurping their prerogatives. They jumped at
the opportunity to engage non-bank third parties even when
banks gave away their services. Accustomed to calling only on
the Treasury department, banks may find themselves similarly
disadvantaged in marketing “new” lockbox services.

An even greater vulnerability may be banks’ tendency to focus
inward. They understand the impact of change on their own inter-
nal policies, processes and results, but often fail to understand
impacts beyond their own four walls. Some may see the value of
“new” wholesale lockboxes in terms of improving internal pro-
cessing efficiency, but miss bigger opportunities. Community and
super-community banks are flourishing, as are BPO firms, because
they pay more attention to their markets and customers than to
their efficiency ratios, making them formidable competitors that
could unseat historic lockbox market leaders.

Mail Receipt
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Exhibit 4. “New” Wholesale Lockbox 
Workflow
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Death of Deposits and Other Future
Fantasies

Will “new” lockboxes impact large banks’ depository business,
reputedly still the source of lockbox profitability? It is unlikely
traditional deposit relationships will disappear overnight. Of
course, 20 years ago, it was unlikely Americans would abandon
paper checks or witness their checks being shredded even as the
transactions they described were settled electronically. Under the
circumstances, speculation about other potential transformations
may be appropriate.

Banks have one remaining “franchise” as payment system 
portals. But companies are developing workarounds. “New” 
wholesale lockboxes almost certainly will encourage further 
electronification by extracting data from paper documents and
preparing electronic transactions. Eventually, the process may
become “straight-through,” with real-time submission and con-
tinuous-linked-settlement bypassing intermediaries. And even if
straight-through processing and clearing evolves slowly, auto-
mated clearing house (ACH) conversion will have consequences
for those committed to paper clearing: the unit cost for process-
ing checks will grow with each electronified transaction, exacer-
bating competitive tensions. 

The retail remittance community is enthusiastic about accounts
receivable conversion (ARC), but is resisting attempts by banks
to charge as much or more for ARC as they do for checks. Some
are evaluating alternatives like managing their own ACH pro-
cessing, contracting with banks for Fed access only. Some are
exploring ways to access the Fed directly, bypassing most deposit
intermediaries completely, simplifying cash concentration in the
process.

A handful of banks have acknowledged these changes by invest-
ing in “new” wholesale lockbox technology and other innovative
approaches. Whether they see a positive remains unknown, but
they have a greater chance of success than those that drag their
feet or await some electronic commerce miracle. 

Not only are “new” wholesale lockboxes extending the life
cycle of an old service, but they also are redefining both the serv-
ice and its applicable markets in very fundamental ways. They
are in the vanguard of things that are redefining bank-corporate
relationships in ways that no one can afford to ignore.

Dick Poje formed R. J. Poje and Company in 2000, to pro-
vide consulting services in the areas of payments strategy
development and technology integration. Previously, he
was a partner at Treasury Strategies. Poje has been active
as an entrepreneur and management consultant since
1968 when he co-founded Phoenix-Hecht. He is a gradu-
ate of Fordham University and the University of 
Chicago, and is currently writing a book about the roots
of treasury innovation. 847.304.9961. richard@poje.com.
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